Single-Machine License: The Single-Machine License allows one or more users to run the Product on a single machine or on a network of computers. The License Classes are Single-Machine and Network. Your License Certificate states the maximum number of concurrent Processes that You may run.

Session: A session lasts from the time the Mathematica Process is started until it terminates.

Network License: If the license is provided with Software intended for use with one or more other types of computer(s), in addition to the type of computer(s) described in the Product section of the License Certificate, a section titled Binary Kit(s) will be printed on your License Certificate. The Binary Kit section lists the additional type(s) of computer(s) for which the Software is supplied.

Uses: A categorization of products based on the scope in which they may be used. Your License Certificate states the Use Class to which this Product belongs. If there are any restrictions on the use of the Product due to its Use Class, the restrictions will be written on the License Certificate.

License Class: A categorization of different Mathematica licenses that indicates how the Product may be run on a network of computers. The License Classes are Single-Machine and Network. Your License Certificate states the License Class to which this Product belongs.

Single-Machine License: The Single-Machine License allows one or more users to run the Product on a single machine that contains the “root” CPW for the Mathematica kernel. Licensee is prohibited from accessing or allowing access to Product through internet sites, unless you have received this Software pursuant to a mathematica License Agreement.

Single-User License: A Single-User License for a single user.

Network License: The network is designed to accommodate a network environment. A server program allows a predetermined number of Processes to run concurrently on the network. A Process may be invoked only on a computer associated with the same or lesser Product Class as listed on Your License Certificate. If there are any restrictions on the use of the Product due to its Use Class, the restrictions will be written on the License Certificate.

Licensee: The purchaser of this license.

Zero-Use License: If the product is not being used, it may be run on a network of computers. The License Classes are Single-Machine and Network. Your License Certificate states the License Class to which this Product belongs.

Single-User License: A Single-User License for a single user.

License Agreement: All the materials provided with this License Agreement.

Limited Warranty: If this Software is acquired by or on behalf of the U.S. Federal government, this provision applies. If this Software is acquired by or on behalf of the U.S. Federal government, this provision applies.

Open Source Software: WRI does not guarantee that the Software or any part thereof is free from defects in the physical media for a period of ninety days following date of purchase when used under normal conditions.

UNITED STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RESTRICTED RIGHTS

In no event shall WRI, its distributors and dealers be liable for any lost profits, lost benefits, or any consequential, indirect, incidental, special or punitive damages, whether in contract or in tort, even if WRI has been advised of the possibility of such damages. DIRECT DAMAGES ARE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT OF THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID FOR THE PRODUCT. Some states do not allow certain limitations of damages, so the above limitations may not apply to you.

LIMITED DAMAGES

In no event shall WRI, its distributors and dealers be liable for any lost profits, lost benefits, or any consequential, indirect, incidental, special or punitive damages, whether in contract or in tort, even if WRI has been advised of the possibility of such damages. DIRECT DAMAGES ARE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT OF THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID FOR THE PRODUCT. Some states do not allow certain limitations of damages, so the above limitations may not apply to you.

MULTIPLE NETWORK LICENSES

If it is a Network License, when at least one Process associated with this license is not being used, another Network License of the same or lesser Product Class and of the same or lesser version number (the version number is specified in the Product section of the License Certificate), and which is installed on the same computer as this license, may be used as though the number of Processes associated with the latter license was increased by the number of unused Processes associated with this license. If this is a Network License, the Processes may not be used with this license until the other license ceases to use them.

PROHIBITED USES

You agree to these terms and conditions when you open the license. You may use the Software to run the Product in the following ways and under the conditions described:

You may use the Software to run the Product:

1. In the License Agreement;
2. in connection with the License Agreement;
3. in connection with the License Agreement;
4. in connection with the License Agreement;
5. in connection with the License Agreement;
6. in connection with the License Agreement;
7. in connection with the License Agreement;
8. in connection with the License Agreement;
9. in connection with the License Agreement;
10. in connection with the License Agreement;